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New Murmur

Causes a Thrill

Nick Clarke, James O’Brien &amp; Lucy Webb

Co-Editors

Welcome to the inaugural issue of ‘The Murmur’, a monthly

newspaper for the students of the Norwich Medical School.

We aim to keep you up to date with all the latest goings-on

and gossip within the medical school and the wider medical

community. The Murmur has been founded to provide a platform

for our students to air their views and feel the thrill of being a

published writer, with the hidden agenda of inducing the

occasional giggle.

We would like to start the first edition by thanking those who

made it possible; firstly we would like to thank Professor Holland

and the Medical School for their help in funding the printing of

this first issue. Secondly we would like to thank all the students

who have contributed articles so far, Ben, Megan, Rory, Nicola &amp;

Felicity, and a special thanks to Will Wise, our photographer.

This is a paper of the people and its survival depends on your

involvement. Future issues will rely on contributions from fellow

students and as editorial novices, our continued improvement will

rely on our readers suggestions and feedback.

Those who possess a flair for writing, a burning issue or

simply a pen of rage; we are in need of your services. If you have

any article you would like to write, either sensible or nonsensical,

please get in touch. For the less typing inclined; there will also be

opportunities for students to contribute to articles in a less taxing

way. Our ‘Get Involved’ section is designed to promote easy

access participation, for example in ‘Medical Misconceptions’ this

month; the simple way to have your say.

We hope you enjoy reading the paper this year and that you

see this as a valuable addition to student life.



What has happened to

all the grads?

News, Page 2



Medics Rugby Season Review (page 6)

Nathaniel McMurdock flying high [photo: Will Wise]



Loader relieved of

duties after disastrous

season

Football, Page 6
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News

The graduate grudge:

proof or paranoia?



UEA has set its tuition fees at the

maximum £9,000 – this leaves our

newbies paying a whopping £45,000 for

their studies. We know that attaining a

place to read medicine remains as

competitive as ever, so has this

intimidating fee impacted on the shape of

our new baby doctors, or has medicine

followed the likes of Oxford and

Cambridge and been spared the losses

suffered elsewhere? Head admissions

tutor Mary-Jane Platt kindly met with me

to lay out how the MBBS 2012 cohort

weighs in.

165 new medics will be joining us this

September, 20 of these are progressing

from the UEA foundation course and 11

are overseas students. Approximately

75% of the new cohort are school leavers,

leaving a mean age of 19.4. This is in

keeping with the gradual postgraduate to

undergraduate shift we have observed

over the past few years. Mary-Jane

assured me this transition has not been an

intentional one; Norwich Medical School
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“75% of the new cohort

are school leavers, leaving

a mean age of 19.4”



does not work towards any quotas when

recruiting,

neither

internally

nor

externally set. The onus is on avoiding

discrimination; meaning age, ethnicity,

gender, school, and graduate or

socioeconomic status play no role in

dictating your eligibility for a place. The

drop in post-graduates we are witnessing

is a result of tuition fees adding

considerable incentive to four-year

degrees available to this group elsewhere,

combined with raised entry criteria for

post-graduates applying to the MBBS

course here at UEA. Research carried out

by our very own Professor Holland into

the success rate of post-graduates on

MBBS with varying grades at A-level

lead to the decision to enforce a strict 3

Bs at A-level minimum, supplemented by

a 2.1 or above in a subsequent degree. As

well as being an evidence based decision,

this change also maintained comparable

equality with the progressively rising

entry criteria for undergraduates (now 3

As).

Last year it became known that we

had accepted a selection of students

through clearing, following a large

number of those with offers sadly not

making their grades. With entry criteria

soaring and A-level results hitting a
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Another year, another cohort of fresh

and eager faces to join the ranks and

highlight our haggard, stress-worn

features. Paranoia, crows feet and envy

aside, it does seem that each fresher influx

looks younger than the last. This year

there may well be some truth in this

claim. The tuition fee fiasco has been

making the headlines for years, but higher

education is now seeing the consequences

of the coalition’s decision. University

applications have dropped by 8.8% since

tuition fees were raised in 2010 and it’s

not just postgraduates who are thinking

twice; applicants under 20 years old have

fallen by 7.2%.



Lucy-Anne Webb

Co-Editor

plateau; this year saw the creation of a

‘reserve pool’ of applicants who were

informed they were being held as

understudies should those granted priority

fluff their lines. Following 652 interviews

held in our beloved medical school, 288

offers were made. Of the hopefuls

approximately 120 accepted their offer

and met the mark. A further 14 were

accepted

onto

A100

(excluding

foundation and overseas students): 5

taken from the reserve pool; 4 promoted

from a foundation course offer to an A100

offer and the remainder were near misses

(~ 1 mark off or achieved their grade

profile but in alternative subjects to those

requested). This is all well and good, but

now you know where they came from,

let’s tell you what you really want to

know (Rory Clarke) – how many of these

fresh faced freshers are female? This

number remains fairly stable at 57%.

So there we have it, our new clan. If

you are interested in meeting them then

be sure to pop down to some of the

freshers’ events being held this week, and

the next time you find yourself bereft,

staring at the half-finished portfolio laid

before you; spare a thought for MBBS

2012 who are paying three times as much

for the pleasure.
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News

Welcome to a New Year



Cows - The New Rabbits?



Richard Holland

Course Director

I would like to wish you a very

warm welcome back to UEA. I hope

you have had an excellent summer,

and have enjoyed the amazing

Olympic and Paralympic games.

First, I would like to congratulate

Lucy-Anne, James and Nick, for

bringing the Murmur to fruition, and

to thank them for all their hard work

on it.

I will be meeting each year group

over the next couple of weeks to

update you on various changes to the

course, but wanted to mention a few

headlines.   We have at last turned

round our National Student Survey

performance – improving our overall

satisfaction score from 81% in

2010/11 to 89% in 2011/12. This is a

tremendous achievement, but we will

be continuing to work hard to make

our course even better.  To this end,

there are various teaching changes

this year. In particular, we have



brought in an ALS course in year 5 we are one of only two medical

schools to provide that.   Barbara

Jennings has led a substantial change

to SSS for years 1-3 where you will

focus on one theme over the year, not

two.   We have also added one

additional seminar slot/week in each

year, both to reduce parallel seminars,

and increase bioscience teaching.

  We have three new staff

appointments this year: Harpreet

Bassi – is a pharmacist, who will be

focussing on preparing you for the

new national Prescribing Skills

Assessment; and Dr Paolo de Marco

and Sandra Winterburn have joined us

principally to support our consultation

skills team.

 I plan to describe our assessment

changes in the next newsletter. In the

meantime, I hope you all have an

excellent start to your new academic

year.



Start as you mean to go on –

financially secure



Wesleyan Medical Sickness understands that life as a medical student is

hard work and that planning your financial future is possibly the last thing

on your mind.

Our team of Student Liaison Managers can provide information on free

income protection cover through your final year and are on hand to point

you in the right direction with any financial queries.

Services available from Wesleyan Medical Sickness:

• Free income protection

cover through your

final year



• National Medics’ Mixed

Hockey Tournament



• Sponsorship of clubs,

societies and events



• Savings



• Free final year

photograph



• Mortgages

• Personal property

insurance

• Travel insurance



They will be holding presentations in your school and helping with sponsorship

for school clubs, societies and events, such as your graduation ball. They will

also be co-ordinating your group photo, which we provide to all final year

students as a free gift when you qualify.

To find out more on how we can help you, please contact your local Student

Liaison Manager:



James Cameron



0845 351 9299



james.cameron@wesleyan.co.uk



Wesleyan Medical Sickness is a trading name of Wesleyan Financial Services Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial

Services Authority. Wesleyan Financial Services Limited is wholly owned by Wesleyan Assurance Society. Registered No. 1651212.

Head Office: Colmore Circus, Birmingham, B4 6AR. Fax: 0121 200 2971. Website: www.wesleyanmedicalsickness.co.uk.

Telephone calls may be recorded for monitoring and training purposes.

ST-AD-3 01/09



News in brief

Along with the new batch of freshers,

UEA has also this week welcomed four

cows, and a baby calf, to its green and

pleasant land.

The cows, named Delia, Cecily,

Chocolate and Cornflower have moved in

to help maintain the campus’s diverse

ecosystem. UEA grounds manager Oliver

Deeming explained “many different bugs

and creatures will feed on the dung they

produce, and these in turn will provide

sustenance for the larger animals on

campus such as foxes and badgers.”



New Health Secretary

Following the cabinet reshuffle,

Jeremy Hunt has been named the new

health secretary, replacing the much

maligned Andrew Lansley. Early

concerns have been raised over Hunt’s

previous support of homeopathy, but little

has been said regarding the NHS reforms,

which are expected to continue without

Lansley. It has also been said that Hunt,

whilst in his previous job as Culture

Secretary, tried to remove the moving

NHS tribute from the Olympics Opening

Ceremony.



Geriatric Gaming – is the

bed hopping ban justified?

As longevity continues to increase and

residential homes become saturated, interresident relations are inevitable. Geriatric

sexual health has been gaining awareness

in the health arena and with modern

medicine onside; life in the bedroom now

knows no bounds. Despite this it has been

found that elderly people in residential

homes are discouraged or even prohibited

from engaging in sexual activities.

Whether due to a lack of understanding,

discrimination

or

concerns

about

vulnerability; this issue now needs to be

addressed and a call for guidance for

nursing staff encountering such situations

has been made.
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Review

Data Interpretation for Medical Students



James O’Brien

Co-Editor



Dr. I. Harrington &amp; Dr. P. Bickle, 2nd Edition

Data Interpretation for Medical

Students is not like other similarly

named books, which deal with odds

ratios, relative risks and confidence

intervals; this book takes the reader

through the common tests that

students and doctors will face day to

day in medicine.

The book is broken into 16

chapters, each deal with different

groups of tests from haematology and

biochemistry, all the way through to

ECG’s and audiograms. At the start

of each chapter the reader is guided

through basic physiology and ways of

classifying conditions; then there are

a number of examples to work

through with explanations for each of

the answers. The examples provided

are not too difficult or complex but



Are you aware of the benefits of membership?

 Discounts on medical textbooks

 24-hour freephone advisory helpline

 Elective planning support

 Educational support including medico-legal

articles and publications

 Professional indemnity for your elective

 Sponsorship of student events and teams...and

much more.

Keep up to date with the latest news,

events, videos and photos from the MDU.

facebook.com/MDUstudent

youtube.com/medicaldefenceunion



@The_MDU



the book provides simple principles

which can be applied to any data no

matter how difficult it is.

The final chapter of the book

provides 15 complete cases, and

allows the reader to work through a

patient with a more holistic approach

and requires the reader to use a wider

range of knowledge as each case

covers a variety of tests, all covered

in the previous chapters.

The book is very well written and

easy to read, pitched at the right level

for our course. This book is an

excellent resource for any medical

student, and I would highly

recommend it to all students; the book

is highly valuable when it comes to

revising for OSCE’s especially from

year 2.



All the tools

you need...



with the

MDU



MDU. Supporting you all the way.

the-mdu.com/studentm

The MDU always seeks to offer attractive benefits as part of membership and as such, from time to time, may add, withdraw or amend benefits at its discretion. Visit the-mdu.com for the latest information of the benefits included in membership.

MDU Services Limited is registered in England 3957086. Registered Office: 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8PJ. © 2012 MDU Services Limited. ST/035x/0712-b
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Get Involved



In outpatients you see this 79 year old farmer. He tells you that he has had two episodes of collapse in the last three months. Each

was the same as the other. He collapsed without warning, lost consciousness for about half a minute and recovered almost

immediately. On both occasions he was bruised as a result of the fall. He has no previous cardiac history. The examination is

normal. The above ECG was taken in outpatients.

a)What are the four abnormalities?

b) What is the treatment for this condition?

Email your answers to norwichmurmur@gmail.com. Correct answers will go into a draw for a free copy of Data Interpretation for

Medical Students (reviewed on page 3). Thanks to Professor Crossman for the question. The answer will be published next month.



NOT



HOT



A look at what’s hot and what’s not in

Norwich Medical School this month

•Aoibh Foley

•Clown College

•Cows

•Boiling Water in the Room

of Requirement

•Less SSSs &amp; ARs

•Able bodied sports

•Timetable delays

•Rabbits

•OSCE pass mark raised

to 70%



Email or Facebook us your suggestions

for next month!



Poll

Do you read your group’s PBLs every

week?

Vote on our facebook page in our student only group

Results will be published in next month’s edition



Medical Misconceptions

Before starting medical school or a particular module, what did you

used to believe was true about the human body, which has since

turned out to be absolute nonsense? Email or facebook your

embarrassing stories to us (anonymously if you like) and we will print

the most amusing and the most worrying...
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Sport

Loader Sacked, Li-Everington In

Nick Clarke

Sports Editor

After a disappointing 6th place

last season, the club’s shareholders moved

quickly to strip Martin Loader of his

captaincy, and replace him with promising

youngster Raoul Li-Everington.

The shareholders finally ran out of

patience with Loader, after a season of

bizarre tactical decisions, which included

playing himself in goal, and a much

publicized relationship with self-declared

WAG, Aoibh Foley.

Li-Everington, a uncompromising

defender who has excelled at right back in

his first two seasons at the club, has

promised a bright new era for the club. In

a honest open letter to the club’s staff and

fans, he described how he planned to end

the club’s long trophy drought, whilst



trying to recreate the drinking culture,

similar to that of his beloved Arsenal FC

during the early 1990s,

Loader, has been moved upstairs to

become joint Club President with longtime business partner and left back,

Richard Lyth.

Whilst Li-Everington’s recruitment of

a new first team coach, and more

professional training regimes look

promising, it remains to be seen how the

club will cope with the surprising

departures of stalwarts Alechi Nduka,

Gaurav Saha &amp; Michael Gomes, the trio

who had come to define the club, and the

loss of club legend John Sykes.

With only Sam Dargue, Joe Coward

and Daniel Gibney remaining of the

famous 2008/09 Invincibles team, the

line-up in their league opener against

Jubilee Rangers next week will have a

very different look.



NMHC: A whistle-stop tour

aboard the love train

Ben Wattley

NMHC President

History

Two years ago a very special boy set

foot upon UEA soil. This broad framed,

domineering visionary was going to

change life as we knew it. His dream

would challenge our very perception of

right and wrong. This leviathan was Peter

Brooke. His dream was to set up a hockey

club that broke all social conventions.

Men and women, playing sport…

together! The road was rocky and the

criticism of colleagues was damning, but

Brooke persevered. Against all odds,

Norwich Medics ‘Mixed’ Hockey went

from strength to strength. And now this

counter-cultural ideology appears to be a

reality.

Season Review

NMHC has had a tremendously

successful year. We started off with some

pretty ‘sweet times’. We just about had

time to for our feet to touch the ground



before getting stuck into TITS. This is, of

course, our annual tour to Southampton.

Our new recruits quickly adapted to the

NMHC philosophy and jumped on the

love train - a trio of our members taking

the analogy a little too literally! A few

months later we set off on a humanitarian

trip to Manchester. 35 Robins, leotards

bulging, penguin-ing unsuspecting Mancs

- a sight to behold. In the brief time

afforded between tours we actually

managed to play some hockey, good

hockey. Our second team continues to

grow in skill and confidence whist our

first team ended the season in true class,

placing second in the Cannock national

tournament.

Why should you join

We accommodate players of all

standards and love beginners and pro’s

equally. Next year will see a tour in

November and Easter, regular matches

and of course our infamous socials. To

book your place on the love train visit

norwichmedicshockey.com or see us at

medmart.



Playing for the

enemy

Megan Clark

4th Year Medic

Playing for a UEA sports team is my

outlet from medicine. I’ve played since

my second year, training twice a week

with a game on Saturday; you meet

people from all over the university in

both the women’s and men’s club which

is great. The diverse mix of people

doing a variety of degrees and in

different years means you get to know

what is happening on other courses and

around the university.

You also get to have good fun off

the pitch socialising within your team or

the club, whether it be at the many balls

or in the LCR. Being part of our league

means we get regular competitive

games around Norfolk which is one of

the best ways to spend your Saturday. I

have a great team who get on really

well always and a coach who is always

looking to improve us and help out. My

game has definitely improved with the

standard at UEA as you do learn a lot.

No talk of OSCE’s or portfolios; you

are free to get away, let out some steam

on the pitch and enjoy the company of

people who love playing your sport. No

medicine is sometimes what you need

to fully relax and de-stress, we all tend

to live and breathe medicine but I do

recommend, if you can find something

which means you can escape for a few

hours a week; it really does help.
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Rugby

NMRFC Men - Season Review



A season review is always a difficult

piece to write. Trying to sum up a season

for one team is bad enough, but for the

two men’s teams, with the season we had,

it is little more than a herculean task. But

here goes……

The season began, as it always does,

with the recruitment of new players. This

year we were incredibly lucky to attract

some of the most enthusiastic members to

both the men’s and women’s squad. I can

safely say that we benefited greatly both

on and off the pitch. Add on top of this a

vibrant and enthusiastic new coach , and

you have the ingredients for a season to

remember.

The 2nd XV entered the season with a

top two finish under their belt, and it was

obvious from the get go that they wanted

to go that little bit further under the



captaincy of Will Wise. There

were many examples of this

desire, but my personal favourite

was during the final match of the

season, the title decider with our

top of the table rivals Swaffham. 

It was clear why Swaffham had

done so well in the season and

just before the end of the first half

they had a convincing 12 point

lead, and many would have

thought their victory was certain

even at this early stage. Our

players, however, had other ideas, and

when our fullback decided to run in a try

from our own 22, we could tell that the

day would be ours. The final score was

30-20 to the Medics , and it was this kind

of never say die attitude(with a dash of

foolhardy stubbornness) that lead to the

first championship winning 2nd XV in the

history of the club.

The 1st XV began the season as

champions of the league and were eager

to remain so under the captaincy of

Matthew Kinsella. The team itself had a

complete reshuffle with some huge names

leaving, but with some equally exciting

names arriving. It did take a little time for

this reshuffle of players to reach its peak,

however once it did the champagne rugby

began to flow. Although they were



NMRFC Ladies - Season Review

Last year began with an excellent haul

of eager fresher ladies joining the ranks.

Everyone settled in very quickly due to

the fun &amp; very social nature of the

women’s rugby squad. Our first match

was the eagerly anticipated showdown

between the Medics and UEA women. It

was a lot of the players first game and

after a close match a concussed fresher

scored a try bringing us a victory. This

was the beginning of a winning season for

the ladies as we followed our first

performance with wins over Beccles,

Southampton University and Bury St

Edmunds. Our only loss was to

Birmingham Uni but this is something we

plan to put right this season!



With matches come socials and the

ladies did not disappoint! With themes

from cowboys and Indians to “Lets get

Physical” we wowed with our attire and

ability to stay standing until the early

hours. The socials also included a slightly

more “classy” wine and cheese evening.

This season we are keen to welcome more

girls (both freshers and older students)

into the club and follow on both the rugby

and social success of the previous season

as well as include a few new fixtures and

more winning score lines.

We would also like to say a big thank

you to Sarah Dyche who put her body and

face on the line for us as our captain last

year, as well as her inspirational half time



Rory Clarke

Hon. Sec NMRFC

unsuccessful in defending their title the

team had shown the RFU that they were

ready for a new challenge, and achieved a

promotion into the Eastern Counties 2

league above.

Despite this amazing success of both

Men’s XVs achieving a double

promotion, I think I can safely say that

this was not the highpoint of the season.

That honour goes the to the Men’s 1st XV

defeating UEA. Twice.

I don’t feel that I need to discuss how

much these games meant to the club,

considering our smaller size and

independence from the UEA. What I will

say is that the sight of the hill overlooking

the Colney pitches covered with medical

students supporting our club is something

that few players will ever forget. On

behalf of the club I thank each and every

one of you, especially for the pitch

invasion at full time.

So that was the season that was, filled

with mud, sweat and success. Some

would say that the coming season will be

a new chapter for the club, but I say we

are simply continuing down a road built

on the hard work of a club full of mates. I

do not know what lies ahead, but I can tell

you that there will be as many stories as

the season before, told over a cold beer

and an even colder icepack.



Nicola Ferguson

Ladies Co-ordinator

speeches. She has passed the reigns on to

Emma McMadness who is sure to lead the

team to more success. We are also

welcoming a new coach, Adrian

Hendricks, who has big shoes to fill after

the long standing Neil Wilson decided to

move on after last season. Other vital

members of the committee were Kayleigh

Wright, Tia Arberry, Abi Hensley, Gifty

Amakaye and many more, who made the

season so successful from behind the

scenes. The ladies team is much more

than just a rugby team and so all of it’s

members and supporters are vital, thanks

to you all and we hope to have another

great season.
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Football

Darby heroics cannot prevent defeat

Clinical Finishers SC...... 9

Norwich Medics RFC..... 0

The charity tournament between the

third year boys kicked off with a lowkey start as the Football team emerged

comfortable winners, but without the

style they had boldly predicted prior to

the match.

The rugby team’s hopes for the

tournament received a huge boost

minutes before kick off, as 6’4” Simon

Darby was goaded out of retirement by

CFSC striker Richard Lyth, who placed

several posters around the medical

school suggesting that he would brutally

decapitate Darby if he took to the field.

It proved to be a foolish PR stunt by the

cocky Teesider, as Darby’s goalkeeping

heroics lit up the game.

It was a cagey opening, with CFSC

failing to control possession, and almost

instantly giving up on their pre-match

plans of tiki-taka in favour of hitting

long balls towards their diminutive front

line.

NMRFC, perhaps unsurprisingly,

also struggled to gain meaningful

possession of the ball, and they were

limited to long balls from the

goalkeeper, hoping that the straight-line

running of Hywel Rawlins and the

mercurial, yet often frustrating, talents

of

Chukwudubem

Ifeanyichukwu

Anibueze could capitalise on a mistake

by the home defence. However, thanks



Nick Clarke

Sports Editor



Simon Darby saves Neil Gardinerʼs penalty [photo: Lucy Webb]



to prosaic approach to defending by

Milioto and Clarke, clearly forged in

Italy and Yorkshire, CFSC goalkeeper,

Rahul Vyas, was rarely threatened.

The selection of Darby in goal had

initially looked questionable, as he

hesitated with the ball at his feet,

allowing Adam Wood to show more

energy than he had all season, to close

him down and nick the ball away for an

easy tap in. Darby instantly made

amends by pulling off a spectacular

penalty save from veteran Neil Gardiner,

and from then on the saves kept coming.

However, his defence’s wayward

positioning left him exposed, and

Gardiner soon redeemed himself by

nodding home a wonderfully whipped

Michael Parker corner. On the stroke of

the half-time whistle, the rain soaked



fans were treated to a rarity, a Martin

Loader header, to give CFSC a 3-0 lead.

The game began to slip away from

NMRFC in the second half, despite the

introduction of the bright Will ‘Inzaghi’

Wise up front. As they tried to distribute

the ball from defence rather than hit

long goal kicks, mistakes crept in, and

Jordan Curl-Roper (2), Lyth and Parker

all added to the tally, along with a

comical own goal by Tom Murray.

CFSC saved their best for last, as

Vyas, India’s no.1 goalkeeper, made his

first outfield appearance for CFSC,

coming off the bench with five minutes

to go, powered through and hit an

audacious 18 yard drive past Darby,

which lead to wild scenes of celebration

both on and off the pitch.

Despite the football team trying to be

as sporting and non-threatening as

possible, the rugby boys left the pitch

promising physical retribution in the

second leg.

The first two matches of the

tournament raised approximately £900

for East Anglia Children’s Hospice, and

the concluding cricket leg is due to take

part this September. Pick up next

month’s copy of ‘The Murmur’ for the

Rugby match report.

Man	
  of	
  the	
  Match:	
  Simon	
  Darby
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